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The two experiments reported are part of a series evaluating effects of display parameters, task variables, and operator perceptual limitations on ability of Night Vision Device operators to process visual information quickly and accurately. For untrained observers, target brightness requirements were higher for identification than for detection, but were about equal for both responses with target exposure times greater than a critical time of 0.10 to 0.17 second. With shorter exposure times, the target brightness needed for detection or identification increased as exposure time decreased. Increasing information load and randomizing target location raised brightness requirements for identification. The results suggest that operator performance might be improved significantly by special training to increase the observer's area of attention and his capacity to process visual information.
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FOREWORD

The purpose of the research performed by the Human Resources Research Organization under Work Unit NIGHTSIGHTS is to identify critical human factors problems in the use of new night operation devices and to develop effective techniques for training men to use the devices.

This document is a product of Work Sub-Unit VI, Experimental Studies of Visual Factors in Target Acquisition. The objective of this Work Sub-Unit is the experimental evaluation of selected perceptual factors that limit the efficiency of operators of Night Vision Devices in acquiring targets, and the development of effective training techniques to reduce these operator limitations.

Research under Work Unit NIGHTSIGHTS is being conducted by HumRRO Division No. 2, Fort Knox, Kentucky. The Division Director is Dr. Donald P. Haggard, and the Work Unit Leader during the conduct of this research was Dr. Harold P. Bishop. Military support is provided by the U.S. Army Armor Human Research Unit. LTC Joseph E. De Angelis was the Chief of the Unit during the earlier portions of the work; LTC Willis G. Pratt is the current Chief.

HumRRO research for the Department of the Army is conducted under Army Contract DAHC 19-73-C-0004. Army Training Research is performed under Army Project 2Q062107A745.

Meredith P. Crawford
President
Human Resources Research Organization
MILITARY PROBLEM

Continuing emphasis upon night operations and high mobility requires the use of Night Vision Devices in dynamic observation conditions. With these devices mounted on an air or land vehicle, both the mobility of the vehicle and the surveillance sector that can be covered are greatly increased. Under these conditions, the work load placed on the device operator will be extremely high, and the efficiency of the operator and the system will depend largely upon the effectiveness of the operator's training. At present, little is known about the limiting characteristics of the operator or the effects of display variables on his performance under these conditions. This information must be obtained before an effective training program can be developed.

RESEARCH PROBLEM

The performance of an operator observing with a Night Vision Device under dynamic conditions will be affected by many variables, including (a) display parameters, (b) task variables, and (c) operator characteristics, and the interactions of these elements. In order to develop an efficient training program to enhance the operator's ability to process visual information quickly and accurately, the critical variables in each of these classes must be identified and their effects on operator performance experimentally evaluated.

APPROACH

To minimize the effects of extraneous variables and to maximize control over the experimental variables, laboratory studies were chosen in preference to field studies.

Two experiments were conducted. In the first, the target brightness that observers needed in order to detect and to identify targets from a 2-target or 8-target set was determined with target exposure times that ranged from 0.032 to 4 seconds.

In the second experiment, the target brightness needed to detect and to identify targets from a 4-target set was determined with exposure times that ranged from 0.032 to 0.565 second. The targets appeared randomly at one of five locations in the field of view. One-half of the subjects were required to maintain fixation at the center of the field of view, and the other half were allowed to scan the field at will.

RESULTS

The results of Experiment I are as follows:

1. The target brightness required for target detection and target identification increased significantly as target exposure times decreased below a critical time of 0.100 to 0.170 second. In general, for exposure times less than the critical time, the required target brightness was in an inverse relation to the exposure time.

2. Minimum brightness required for discrimination among eight targets (a 3-bit problem in information theory terms) was significantly higher than for the two-target information load.
(3) Brightness needed for identification of targets was significantly higher than for detection.

The results of Experiment II are as follows:

(1) No differential effects upon target brightness required for target detection and identification were found for target location or mode of fixation.

(2) Target brightness required for detection and identification increased continuously with decreased target exposure time from the longest to the shortest times. With decreased exposure time, the rate of brightness required for target detection and identification was much greater for exposure times less than a critical time of approximately 0.100 second than it was with exposure times longer than the critical time.

(3) Brightness needed for identification was significantly higher than for detection.

(4) All brightnesses were markedly higher than those obtained with the same exposure times in Experiment I.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Significant decrements in performance on both target detection and target identification occur with target exposure times less than a critical time of approximately 0.170 second. This decrement is primarily the result of physiological limitations of the observer's visual system. Little or no improvement would be expected as a result of special training.

(2) A significant decrement in performance on target identification occurs with a small increase in the information load placed on an untrained observer. Since the difference between the brightness needed for detection and identification obtained under the eight-target (3-bit information) load is about three times the difference obtained under the two-target (1-bit) load, a significant improvement in performance might be expected as a result of special training.

(3) Lack of knowledge of where the target will appear in the field of view results in a marked decrement in performance for both target detection and target identification. A successful training program to increase the observer's area of attention would result in a very significant improvement in performance.
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MILITARY PROBLEM

Night Vision Devices (NVDs) are now employed, most commonly, under static observation conditions with the operator and his device stationed as a fixed position suitable for surveillance of an assigned sector. Under these conditions, the utility of NVDs, and the increase they provide in the efficiency and safety of soldiers are unquestioned, although operator training is usually minimal\(^1\) and the device efficiency is operator-limited \(^2\).

In accordance with continued emphasis on around-the-clock operations and high mobility, the present trend in the development and use of NVDs and systems reflects the need for their employment in more dynamic observation situations. With NVDs mounted on moving land or air platforms, both the mobility of the platform and the surveillance sector that can be covered in real time are greatly increased. Under these conditions and particularly in a combat environment, the work load placed upon a device operator will be extremely high. He will be required to detect and identify targets and to communicate critical target information under observation conditions that include a very high rate of information input and that change with minimal target dwell time.

The ability of the operator to respond to these demands—and, thus, the efficiency of the system—depends largely upon the capabilities of the operator and the effectiveness of his training. In order to develop a cost-effective training program that enhances the soldier’s ability to process visual information quickly and accurately, research is needed to determine his perceptual limitations and the effects of display variables on his performance.

RESEARCH PROBLEM

The performance of an operator observing under dynamic conditions will be affected by many variables. For simplicity, considerations can be restricted to three classes of these variables:

(1) Display variables, such as target exposure time, contrast, and rate of movement.

(2) Task variables, such as the number of types of different targets that must be detected and identified.

(3) Operator variables, such as sensory and perceptual characteristics, knowledge, and motivation.

These variables, in particular, limit the observer’s capacity to process and use information presented by the display.

In order to develop an efficient training program, therefore, the physiological limitations of the observer must be determined, along with the experimental evaluation of the effects of the display and task variables on his performance.

---

\(^1\) As shown in research on the use of image intensifiers in Vietnam, performed by Richard A. Kulp of HumRRO Division No. 2, September 1968.

\(^2\) Also indicated in research comparing instructional approaches for training operators of a long-range night observation device, performed by John D. Engel, HumRRO Division No. 2, September 1970.
EXPERIMENT I: THE EFFECT OF INFORMATION LOAD AND EXPOSURE TIME ON TARGET DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION

OBJECTIVE

Among the many variables that affect the observer's performance, target contrast and exposure time are of fundamental importance. The target must have sufficient contrast and must remain in the field of view long enough for the observer to detect it, acquire and track it visually if it is moving, and identify it. Furthermore, the difficulty of the identification task will increase directly with the number of different targets to be identified. The first objective, then, is to determine the joint effects of exposure time and target brightness on detection and identification of targets from sets that include different numbers of targets. Throughout these experiments, exposure times were set and measurements were made of the brightness required for detection and identification by increasing brightness step-by-step from a level below threshold of perception.

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were enlisted personnel obtained through military support channels and were trainees available at the U.S. Army Armor Training Center, Fort Knox, Kentucky. All men had normal vision and had a GT\textsuperscript{3} score between 100 and 120. Of 10 subjects who began the experiment, five completed the series; only their scores are reported here. The five who dropped out did not return for the later sessions, apparently because of other commitments.

Design

The experimental paradigm was a 2 x 2 x 9 factorial design with repeated measurements on all variables. Each subject was required to give both detection and identification responses to targets from sets that presented two targets (a 1-bit problem in information theory terms) or eight targets (a 3-bit problem in information theory terms), and that were exposed for times ranging from 0.032 to 4.000 seconds.

Each observer was tested under every condition in order to provide a control on differences between observers. The tests were conducted during three-hour experimental sessions on four successive days.

The order of presentation of test conditions was counterbalanced for days and information load with use of an ABBA design. Three of the subjects began the experimental series with observation under a two-target load on the first day and terminated the series with observations under the two-target load on the fourth day. The remaining two subjects began and terminated the experimental series with observations under the eight-target load. Within these constraints, targets and exposure times were presented in a random sequence.

Targets

Targets were simple geometric forms. These were chosen to avoid the problems of differences in previous knowledge on the part of the subjects and the effects of the peculiar characteristics of military targets. Results obtained with targets of simple geometric forms should more closely reflect the perceptual limits of the subjects.

\textsuperscript{3}This is the General Technical (GT) Aptitude Area score, part of the Army Classification Battery.
The information load of a set of targets was defined as the number of binary decisions required to determine which of the targets was presented. The eight targets that formed the basic eight-target (3-bit) set included a square, triangle, diamond, truncated pyramid, rhomboid, five-sided and six-sided polygon, and a circle. Two of these targets, the square and the triangle, were used as the two-target (1-bit) set.

The targets were presented to the subject with the use of negative slides projected onto a rear projection screen with a carousel type of projector. Target exposure time and interstimulus times were controlled with a Uniblitz, electric shutter driven, with a configuration of Hunter timers. Target luminance was controlled with crossed polaroids driven by a DC motor used as a stepping motor and controlled by Hunter timers. A second projector was used to present a circular constant luminance adaptation field on which the targets were presented.

From the subject's position, the targets were slightly greenish-white forms that subtended a visual angle of approximately 1.25 degrees horizontally, seen on a slightly greenish-white field with a diameter that subtended a visual angle of approximately eight degrees. The adaptation field was illuminated to a low photopic level of 0.15 millilumen as measured with a gamma log-linear photometer. These conditions were chosen to approximate simplified visual requirements for observation of a tank-sized target at one kilometer through a Starlight scope with low environmental illumination.

Procedure

Prior to beginning each experimental session, subjects were allowed 15 to 20 minutes to adapt to the dark. On the first day, at the end of this "adapting" period, the experimenter read the instructions (given in Appendix A) to the subjects and answered any questions that were asked. Subjects then were given 10 practice trials at two exposure times to assure the experimenter that the subjects understood their task and could respond appropriately.

The subjects were seated 10 feet in front of the projection screen, which they observed monocularly. A modified one-way method of limits was used to determine the target luminances required first to detect and then to identify the target. At the beginning of a test series, the target luminance was set randomly to a point below the level required for detection. The target was then flashed onto the center of the adaptation field at two-second intervals with the luminance increased by approximately 0.03 log unit for each successive exposure.

The subject's task was to respond with a verbal "No" when he saw no target, with "Flash" when he detected but could not identify a target, and with the name of the form when he could identify it. The experimenter recorded the polaroid scale setting at each positive detection response of the subject until the subject had made two successive positive responses and for each identification response until the subject had made two correct identifications; this terminated the series. The subject's target brightness requirements for detection and identification were defined as the level recorded for the first of the two criteria responses in each category.

After completion of the exposure series with a given target, the carousel was advanced to the next target, the luminance was reset to a sub-threshold level and the next series commenced. Targets were used in random sequence and five sets of measurements obtained with each target at a given target exposure time before proceeding to the next. Each target exposure time was used twice in a repeated random sequence to give a total of 10 sets of measurements for each target-time combination:

Commercial designations are used only for precision in describing the experiment. Their use does not constitute endorsement by the Army or by the Human Resources Research Organization.
On the first day of the experiment, after the practice period, the test series was divided into three sets of 40 or 50 targets and the subjects were given a five-minute rest period between sets. On succeeding days, the series was similarly divided into six sets, with a five-minute break between Sets 1, 2, 4, and 5, and a longer break of 15 minutes between Sets 3 and 4.

RESULTS

Preliminary examination of the data indicated that, with some differences in detail, the effects of exposure time on the observer's responses were, in general, similar for all targets and observers. Accordingly, mean combined measurements for observers and targets were calculated for each experimental condition. These are plotted in Figures 1 and 2, which show the mean log relative brightness required for detection and identification of the targets presented at the different exposure times.

To test for overall significance of the effects of the experimental variables, an analysis of variance was performed on the obtained measurements. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 1.

To avoid Type II errors, preliminary tests of the interactions of the variables were conducted at the .20 confidence level (2). The interaction between information load and response (AB) and between response and exposure time (BC) were both found to be
significant. The main effects of the variables were tested at the .05 level and the effects of exposure time and response were found to be significant.

The effects of the variables and their interactions are clearly shown in the figures. Figure 1, which gives the measurements obtained with the two-target (1-bit) information load, shows that the observers required about 25% greater target brightness to identify than to detect the targets, but the trends of the measurements were similar for both responses. In general, for exposure times greater than a critical time of about 0.170 second, the required brightness was relatively constant. With exposure times less than the critical time, however, the required brightness increased abruptly and was in an inverse relation to the decrease in exposure time.

The trends of the measurements obtained with the eight-target (3-bit) information load (Figure 2) are similar overall to those obtained with the two-target (1-bit) information load. However, two differences may be noted: In Figure 2, the differences between the target brightness required for detection and identification measurements were greater (about 60%), and the identification measurements showed a definite steady decrease rather than a constant measurement at exposure times greater than the critical time. These differences reflect the effects of the interaction between the mode of response and the information load.

Since this interaction would affect the test of significance of the effects of information load, a secondary test of this variable was performed with only the identification
Table 1
Analysis of Variance: Effects of Information Load and Target Exposure Time on Relative Target Brightness Required for Detection and Identification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Variation</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Subjects (S)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3,782.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Subjects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A (Information Load)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,053.7</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error AS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>322.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (Response)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8,309.6</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error BS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>748.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (Exposure Time)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13,390.4</td>
<td>195.2</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error CS</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,145.1</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error ABS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>182.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error ACS</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error BCS</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error ABCS</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

measurements included. The obtained $F$ ratio of 26.0 indicated that the target brightness required for the identification of the targets was significantly greater under the eight-target (3-bit) than under the two-target (1-bit) load.

The straight line segments, drawn by inspection, in Figures 1 and 2 fit the data quite well, except for data points in the immediate neighborhood of the critical time. This is a result of averaging the scores of the different subjects in response to the different targets. This is exemplified in Figure 3, which shows the identification measurements for a difficult and an easy target for two subjects. These data were chosen for illustration only, and the individual curves are separated vertically by arbitrary amounts. The main points to be noted are that the critical times at which the slope of the lines changed abruptly vary between subjects for the same target, and the relative increase in required target brightness with decreased exposure times greater than the critical time is higher for difficult targets than it is for easy targets.

DISCUSSION

The results of this experiment indicate that both reduced target exposure time and increased information load result in a marked deterioration of target acquisition performance. Generally, the performance decrement due to shortened target exposure time was found with exposure times less than a critical time of 0.100 to 0.170 second. Overall, the trends of the measurements shown in Figures 1 and 2 are similar to the trends of the
Relative Target Brightness Required to Identify an Easy and a Difficult Target by Two Subjects (Eight-Target Set)
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**Figure 3**

measurements obtained by other researchers in their studies of Bloch's Law⁵ (3, 4). At present, there is no completely satisfactory theoretical explanation of this relationship between intensity and time for visual responses, but it is commonly assumed to reflect neural behavior and limitations (3). The detection measurements obtained in this experiment, then, may be interpreted as a description of the physiological limits for target acquisition by an untrained observer.

It should be noted that the differences between the critical times obtained under the two-target and eight-target (1-bit and 3-bit) information loads appear to be the result of averaging a larger number of measures obtained after more practice in the calculation of the measurements for the eight-target (3-bit) condition. In general, the absolute levels of obtained measurements and the value of the critical time will vary with the observer, his state of adaptation and amount of practice (5), and the specific responses he is asked to make (6, 7). The shape of the curve fitted to the measurements obtained under simple observation conditions, however, remains relatively invariant (2, 4).

---

⁵ Bloch's Law states that with target exposure times less than a critical time, %e, the energy required to elicit a constant visual response is a constant given by the product of the target intensity and exposure time, i.e., \( I \times t = K \). With exposure times greater than \( e \), the required energy is independent of time and \( I = C \).
The increased difficulty of the identification task under the eight-target (3-bit) load is shown by the difference in level, and particularly by the difference in slope, between the identification measurements obtained under the two-target (1-bit) and eight-target (3-bit) load conditions. In part, the differences between these measurements may be explained as a result of the observer's need for increased target brightness to resolve sufficient detail for discrimination between the larger number of targets in the eight-target set.

As is indicated by the significant interaction between information load and response (detection vs. identification), the identification measurements obtained under the eight-target load also must reflect limitations set by more complex perceptual processes, because if resolution requirements were the only reason for the differences between the measurements obtained under the two-target and eight-target conditions, one would expect the trends of the identification measurements obtained under the two conditions to be parallel. However, the trends of the brightness obtained by Kahneman (8) with acuity targets requiring differing degrees of resolution were essentially parallel. Moreover, the trends of the detection and identification brightnesses obtained under the two-target load in this experiment are parallel.

In summary, from the results of this experiment it may be concluded that as a result of physiological limitations of the observer's visual system, target detection and identification performance deteriorates significantly and rapidly with reduction of the target exposure time below 0.100 to 0.170 second. Furthermore, the information processing capacity of the untrained observer is limited, and a significant decrement in target identification performance occurs with a small increment in formation load from a minimal two-target (1-bit) load.

**EXPERIMENT II: EFFECTS OF RANDOM TARGET LOCATION AND MODE OF FIXATION ON TARGET DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION**

**OBJECTIVE**

In Experiment I, the observers knew that the targets would always appear in the center of the field of view, thus, they could focus their attention on a small area in the field. In an operational situation, a target may appear anywhere in the field of view and the observer will have to attend to the whole field rather than to a small part of it. Therefore, one objective was to determine the relative performance decrement that might result from an observer's lack of knowledge of where the target would appear. A second, related objective was to determine whether the mode of fixation had a differential effect on performance.

**METHOD**

**Subjects**

The subjects were enlisted men obtained through military support channels and were trainees available at the Armor Training Center. All had normal vision and a GT score between 100 and 120. Of the 10 men who began the experiment, eight completed the series (only their scores are reported here); two did not return for the second experimental session of the day.
Design

The experimental paradigm was a 5 x 2 x 6 factorial design with repeated measurements. All subjects were required to give both detection and identification responses to targets presented at five locations in the stimulus field and exposed for durations of 0.032 to 0.585 second. One-half the subjects were instructed to fixate at the center of the screen and one-half were allowed to search the stimulus field at will.

In Experiment I, it had been found that the subjects' reliability in reporting back for experimental sessions on successive days was very poor. Therefore, in Experiment II all observations for a given subject were obtained on the same day. After preliminary training, the subjects made observations on the targets in blocks of 80 with rest intervals of five minutes between blocks. They were also given a break of one hour for lunch. Subjects were assigned alternately to each fixation group in order of their appearance on successive days. The order of targets, times, and locations used during the day was randomized.

Targets

Four of the targets used in Experiment I were combined into a set to present a 2-bit information load to the observers. These were the square, rhomboid, five-sided polygon, and the circle. The targets were displayed at the top center, center, bottom center, left center, and right center of the field of view. The projection apparatus and the general observation conditions were the same as those in Experiment I.

Procedure

The general procedure was identical to the procedure followed in Experiment I. The instructions were modified, as shown in Appendix A, to indicate to the observer whether he was to fixate at the center of the field of view or could scan the field at will.

RESULTS

Preliminary examination of the data showed no discernible differences in the obtained measurements associated with individual targets or their location in the field for either group of observers. The measurements, were, therefore, combined over all targets, locations, and subjects. The values plotted in Figures 4 and 5, showing the mean log relative brightness required for detection and identification of the targets, are based on 320 measurements. Figure 4 shows the measurements of the group that observed with fixation at the center of the field of view, and Figure 5 shows the measurements of the group that scanned the field of view at will.

An analysis of variance was performed on the combined data and the results, summarized in Table 2, show that only the effects of target exposure time and type of response were significant.

Figures 4 and 5 show that the identification measurements average about 40% higher than the detection measurements and that both detection and identification measurements increased regularly with decreased exposure time. For both groups of observers, the rate of increase of the measurements increased abruptly at a critical time of approximately 0.100 second.
Relative Target Brightness Required to Detect and Identify Targets That Appeared at Random Locations by Subjects Instructed to Fixate at the Center of the Field of View (Four-Target Set)

Figure 4

DISCUSSION

Overall, the trends of the measurements obtained in this experiment are similar to the trends of those obtained in Experiment I. However, the clearly larger measurements obtained in this experiment indicate the greatly increased difficulty of the detection and identification tasks, when the observers do not know where the target will appear. Because there were no differences in measurements caused by the effects of mode of fixation or target location, one may tentatively conclude that the requirement to distribute attention over all parts of the field effectively results in a general increase in perceptual threshold.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Significant decrements in performance on both target detection and target identification occur with target exposure times less than a critical time of approximately 0.170 second. This decrement is primarily the result of physiological limitations of the observer's visual system. Little or no improvement in the measurements would be expected as a result of special training.

(2) A significant decrement in performance on target identification occurs with a small increase in the information load placed on an untrained observer. Because the
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**Figure 5**

### Table 2

Analysis of Variance: Effects of Method of Observation and Target Exposure Time on Relative Target Brightness Required for Detection and Identification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Variation</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Subjects (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A (Fixation)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>213.0</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error AS</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>765.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Subjects</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (Response)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3,914.3</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error ABS</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>124.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (Time)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9,815.8</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>135.4</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error ACS</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>175.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>147.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>114.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error ABCS</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>108.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
difference between the detection and identification measurements obtained under the
eight-target (3-bit) information load is about three times the difference obtained under
the two-target (1-bit) load, a significant improvement in performance might be expected
as a result of special training on target identification.

(3) Lack of knowledge of where the target will appear in the field of view results in
a marked decrement in both target detection and target identification performance. A
successful training program to increase the observer's effective area of attention would
result in a very considerable improvement in performance.
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Appendix A

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS

"The purpose of this experiment is to determine how bright a form must be in order for it to be seen on a white background. To determine this, I am going to show you a series of slides. Each slide will be exposed several times in a very short time interval.

"At first, the form on the screen will be too dim for you to see. I will gradually make the form brighter until you can see it clearly.

"As the form becomes brighter, the first thing you will notice is a small flash of light on the screen. You will probably not be able to recognize the form. When this happens, I want you to say "flash" to indicate that you have seen the flash. (Experiment involving different positions, subjects also indicated location of the flash.) As the form becomes brighter, you will be able to make out the form. When you recognize a form, simply tell me what you saw. For example, if you see a square, simply say "square." Do not attempt to name a form if you are not sure what it is.

"Before we start the experiment, I will show you the forms (and positions) that will be used and then give you a few practice trials so you will become familiar with the procedures.

"We will stop for short rests during the session, so you will not become too tired."

Subjects in Experiment I were told that the flashes and forms would appear in the center of the dimly lit area.

Subjects in Experiment II were told the flashes and forms would appear in any one of five positions: center, right, left, top or bottom.